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Introduction

The universe is infinite; also are the possible forms of life and matter that are formed in it. Every form of life and matter is essentially vibrant energy that has a discrete and definite frequency. In general, the different textual descriptions that this writing contains are about how a person, a human, through *dowsing* can get in tune with the different form of life to find answers to questions related to the health of an organic life form, for example, as well as to find a remedy to help the health of the life form return to balance.

Before going into the main theme of the libretto, the Pendulum Through Radiesthesia Applied to Radionics, it is important to define keywords to fully understand the subject. In the Collins English Dictionary, radionics is defined as "a radiesthesia technique using a pendulum to detect the energetic fields that are emitted by all form of matter" and radiesthesia "the ability to feel energy forces or radiations, esp [sic] of the human body".
These are only some definition provided by dictionaries.

Precisely the purpose of this text is to provide essential principles of practice and elementary knowledge so that every person who yearns to develop him or herself within the field of radionics has the necessary tools to be successful and thus their intuition grows. Despite the infinite possible measurements that can be carried out with the pendulum, with practice and mastering of a few basic skills, which must necessarily be developed, it will be possible to find what the conscious mind seeks in the unconscious. The important thing is to be constant, focus and maintain the serene concentration and seriousness of attitude that the process of radionics deserves.
Bases de la Radiónica

Radionics is a science that is based mainly on the subtle energies that our eyes cannot see nor modern science can yet measure, but our brain does have the capacity to expose. We humans are not aware of these subtle energies, just as we are not aware of the electric micro pulses that our brain sends to the muscles of our bodies. We are not completely aware that this universe is totally submerged in patterns of energy that make up all the things that surround us; thus, it can be understood that radionics is the science that exposes energy patterns or frequencies that are beneficial for organic and non-organic living beings. If it is understood that organisms are found in all the things that surround us, it will be possible to understand that the reaches and applications of radionics are very broad.
The Human Brain: Powerful Receptor

Speaking of us humans, we know that the brain has the power to expose these energy patterns that are beneficial to our bodies. Alternative tools are used to extract this information from the unconscious part or from the supreme intelligence of our brain. The main tool that has been used for this purpose is radiesthesia which allows us to abstract this information from the depth of our brain. We already know that radionics strives to look for beneficial energy patterns for our organic body called frequencies, codes or "rates" and that these form a sequence that we can manipulate like any other electric frequency.
The Human Body: Self-Curable Machine

Radionics equipment was invented by different companies from around the world, where beneficial energy patterns can be entered to treat a large classification of diseases that afflict humans, and thanks to these machines, or instruments, we can transfer these patterns from the machines to the bodies, where the bodies will receive this pattern of energy that will regenerate the optimal state of the affected human body. At the same time, the human body will recover its healthy memory activating the immune system and acting as a true regenerator of life, remembering that the human body is a self-healing machine, having all the capacity to regenerate itself from any problem.

Radionics Machines: Precision Circuits

Radionics is used around the world by alternative doctors, homeopaths and some allopathic doctors. Radionics, being considered a form of alternative medicine, is very criticized by chemical medicine, and likewise, chemical
medicine is criticized by alternative medicine. The truth is that radionics is a tool for self-healing that has been very beneficial for people who did not find an answer to their health problems in chemical medicine and this is the main reason why it is so popular, because it is known from word of mouth to mouth.

ANNEX 2 RADIONIC EQUIPMENT, MK12

It is also known as a vibrational healing system that uses devices and circuits to detect and treat body conditions, be they humans, animals or plants, anywhere in the universe (using BROACASTING). According to Radionics, to clarify concepts, anything that exists in the universe can be "labeled" with a vibrational sequence. Radionics modifies the subtle energies, in such a way that by being a balancing method the physical body reacts
and corrects its vibration to the correct functioning of it.

Using one of our measurement and emission equipment, we would look for, for example, the measurement on the current health status of a person's heart, under function and over function; we would also look for the frequency of the optimal health status, that is, the perfect balancing of that person's heart. Imagine that there is a heart condition; surely the measures of the current state of health of the heart will vary from the measures of the ideal state of health. Copen radionic instruments, through their internal circuits, establish the vibratory difference between the heart of a patient and the applied frequency. From then on, a process of gradual approximation between the current state of health and the ideal state of health of that heart begins.
Radiesthesia is the part of Radionics that detects and investigates waves and vibrations emitted by bodies, through various means such as: radionic instruments, the pendulum of various shapes and materials, biotensors, zahori wands and "L" shaped rods, because they serve as help to perceive the vibrations and diverse forms of energy and radiations emitted by any of the bodies of any nature. "Radiesthesia" is a term created in the 1920’s by the French abbot Bouly, derived from the Latin "radius" (lightning) and the Greek "Aisthesis" (sensitivity). Afterwards, man realized that radiations are not only emitted by water and metals, but also by any form of life. Later, he
appreciated that this "resonance" between an inorganic matter and the mind of man had a validity that extended to each field, so it extended its applications to all fields of life.

ANNEX 4 Ancient Egypt and Zahoris
Radiesthesia: a very old science

Radiesthesia is an extrasensory perception that can be encompassed in what is known as the "sixth sense"; It is the capacity we carry at birth to perceive energy radiations, but not all develop it until reaching a radiesthesic level, which will explain how to achieve later.

The process is that the unconscious mind transmits an electrical impulse to the muscles of the arm causing the pendulum to turn or move. The oscillation or movements of the biotensors, and in the case of the rods that open or cross each other, are interpreted by the radiesthesist as answers. The Radiesthesia practitioner is called a dowser. The dowser perceives information that is not conscious, through impressions, intuitions, extrasensory perceptions and other functions of the right cerebral hemisphere.
In addition, the dowser, by means of his radiesthesic faculties can perceive these wavelengths or natural radiations to find what he is looking for: diseases of a person, the necessary medicine, the therapy or therapeutic support more apt for the cure of the disease and for holistic healing; water, gold, lost objects, any diagnosis on land, it can also be used to build active radionic forms for any vibrational use.
The Pendulum

The success of the operation of the pendulum, like the degree of readings, depends on the level of development of the receptive faculties of the operator oriented towards the indicated wave fields. Thus, we could define the movement of the pendulum as the visible manifestation of our connection with the Collective Consciousness, because our body is endowed with hypersensitive senses capable of receiving information from the subtle planes. According to Richard Gerber, he would describe this action as follows: "The mechanical reaction of the pendulum, as with radiesthesic devices, depends on the nervous expression of the subconscious induced by psychic perception".

And also: "When the pendulum is used, the means of expression are minuscule unconscious reactions of the muscle fibers; electric variations induced in the nervous system of the physical body are used for the translation of the unconscious psychic data into usable information for a diagnosis".
Thus, the movement of the pendulum is no more than the visible aspect of our psychic ability to capture vibrations to transform them into muscular reactions. The use that we can give when working with pendulums is very varied, from the location of people and objects, to the healing of parts of our physical, mental, emotional or spiritual being, such as the balance of Chakras with repercussion in our whole Being.

The most important thing is that it is a perfect instrument to promote awareness and the development of sensitivity to subtle energies, such as intuition. This radiesthesis method allows the detection of energetic anomalies that can later end in diseases. The pendulum helps us to obtain certain answers related to healing; it also allows us to align parts of our Being.
Recommendations and tips for using the pendulum properly

• To use the pendulum you should not be tired or stressed, or if the subject of the question affects the dowser emotionally, or about people or topics that are likeable by the dowser. One must be relaxed, in a state of active presence, and what is investigated must be seriously intuited.

• There are objects that can disturb the electromagnetic field of the body, thus hindering subtle perceptions such as: quartz watches on the wrist and in less importance the earrings in the form of rings, finger rings, chains or metal bracelets.

• Do not cross legs or arms, to avoid mixing the different polarities of the right and left sides.

• Work calmly and without haste, that is, do not get nervous.

• Avoid acting in front of curious people, and especially skeptical attitudes, because their presence can condition and harm the process.

• Trust yourself. If we have faith, we will triumph.
Finally, clean the pendulum periodically and take into account that the pendulum evaluations only describe a current and not permanent state.

**Activating chakras: improves work with the pendulum**

By reinforcing or activating the radiesthesic channels the movement of the pendulum will be greatly favored. Take into account the following points and follow the recommended indications:

The capacities for the activation of the pendulum are related to the second, fourth and fifth chakras, but all must be balanced. Place the left hand three fingers below the navel pressing lightly on this point with the index and middle fingers touching the skin, until you feel a faint local and dull beat, or heat. In this way concentration can be stimulated, open the radiesthesic channels, have contact with the subconscious and letting our energy impregnate the pendulum that will begin to oscillate or turn (you can feel heaviness or heat in the right hand that can extend throughout the arm). Little by little you will be more concentrated.
and prepared after a short time to proceed to formulate the questions using the pendulum.

**IMPORTANT:** Do not use the pendulum for questions of moral order, selfish reasons; avoid issues related to the future or chance, it is not an oracle with answers for everything.

What is necessary to start a pendulum reading?

- A peaceful place
- A table or flat place to work
- Radionic equipment
- The place and the materials; a quiet place is essential to consult the pendulum; preferably it must be a place where you feel good and can relax. For consultations, you must have a flat surface; a table is the most common. Each session must be carried out with total respect, because as something serious it is, it deserves it.
The pendulum that you use in your session should be special for you. If it is not yet, it will become special when you begin to maintain "contact" with it. It has a simple handling and that may seem modest, since two states are distinguished in general: oscillation and stillness. Those two opposite facts, pause and movement, will tell us many things when we learn to handle the pendulum. Later you will see how the movements are broken down, the different types of oscillations and their strength, and how to apply it to pendulum reading queries.

How to Hold the Pendulum

In the first contact that can be had with your pendulum, you should use a correct posture to hold it in the best possible way for its use.
it, we will use the form in which you feel more comfortable and in which you know that you do not influence its movement. As a recommendation, the best way is holding it by the end of the chain with two fingers.

If you look in different manuals, you will find other ways (which are also valid) to hold it. Find the one that you like the most, but remember that you should always take it without force, in a relaxed way. Never force the movement of the pendulum with your hand consciously. Neither should you try to move mentally (it is quite likely that you will). It has to be taken gently and without tension. And your state should be relaxed and with a carefree mind.
Who can use the Pendulum

Practically any person can use a pendulum, much less require great psychic powers. In reality, as it was written previously in the text, the human brain is a great receiver of information; all you have to do is allow the information to flow from the unconscious towards the moment when you are working with your pendulum. You must let the body relax and the micro impulses ordered by the brain will give the correct answers of the study that is being carried out.
The Language of the Pendulum

The language of the pendulum could reminds one a lot of binary code, where 1 and 0 are the main values, where 1 is for high and 0 for low: positive or negative. In the case of the pendulum you have 3 answers that you can consider indispensable; positive, negative and neutral, where neutral is the movement from front to back. Just release your hand and let your pendulum swing forward and come back to you in a simple movement that will induce concentration, you will be entering a state of relaxation, concentration and tranquility, the perfect state to make an analysis.

ANNEX 8 Example of how to hold a pendulum
Once you have achieved this positive effect within yourself, you are ready for the next movement. When the pendulum rotates clockwise, this indicates positive response, where positive is the answer that is being sought. In the case of a radionics analysis, you are analyzing and comparing the frequencies of the subject in question with the ideal or healthy frequencies in which the subject should be resonating to; if it is positive one of the results is that in truth the subject in question needs a balance in that specific area that is studied.

Let's say the heart rate will be used and compare it with the witness, or sample, of the subject in question and the result is that our pendulum turns clockwise; this indicates that the heart is not vibrating at a healthy frequency and requires a balancing with a healthy heart frequency; after applying this balancing in the form of a remedy, you induce the heart of the subject in question to be restored to its optimal healthy state. When the pendulum rotates counterclockwise this indicates negative, a movement that
indicates that whatever is being investigated should not be applied to it in any way: it is a total stop

Retaking previous statements, by this point you should already have a clear idea of how the pendulum works through dowsing and the basic concepts of Radionics and Dowsing. The next step is to know how to apply this knowledge in a specialized radionic instrument.

Characteristics of a Good Radionics Equipment

There are many devices that are said to be for radionics applications, but there are only a few being made with quality and precision features, for example devices that have only 3 knobs lack the requirements needed to make good measurements, much less manufacture remedies of quality.
1. Good radionics equipment will always have a sensitive space, known as a census area, or Stick-Pad in English, where it can be determined with the help of the pendulum if there is resonance between the sample of the subject in question and the optimum healthy frequency that is being investigated. If your instrument does not have this section you will already be at a disadvantage because the analyses carried out on this type of equipment is not of professional quality.

2. The best manual equipment in the world has more than 15 knobs in the matrix section of it. The knob matrix is where the optimal healthy frequencies are placed for analysis by comparing them with the sample of the subject in question.
Clearly, the more knobs your instrument has, the frequencies you can enter will be thousands and this will allow you to make quality analysis without any limitation.

3. A good instrument will also have the option to know if the analyzed frequency is in a state of hyper-function or hypo-function. This tool is crucial to determine the state of the organ studied; for example in the case of the heart that was used as reference in a previous section of this booklet. Imagine that you can know if the heart of the subject in question is in hyper or hypo function, then you will have the advantage to give the treatment she or he really needs.

4. Professional equipment have at least one Output Cup, where you can enter your remedy to be impregnated with healthy optimal frequency; A cup is important as it is surrounded by copper elements that will allow the necessary electromagnetism to memorize the selected frequencies in your remedy or carrier of the optimal healthy frequencies. There are equipment that have flat plates but these plates
are not efficient enough to achieve a good memorization for the carrier.

5. It is essential for any Radionics equipment to have a **system of memories or smart cards** where you can store all your information, that is, if you did an analysis and as a result you obtained a remedy of several frequencies, because it is just that you can save it for future applications.

6. Distance treatment, which is commonly known as Broadcasting, is a characteristic feature that all radionics equipment should have. If your equipment does not have this option it is more than clear under this circumstance that it is not Radionics equipment.

7. Other options that are very valuable in radionics equipment is that it has a section of **levels** where you can explore the physical, emotional and mental levels as well as the spiritual ones. Also in the case of being a homeopath, a **section of potency** is indispensable, where you can boost your remedies to the potency that your remedy requires without any problem.
Application of Frequencies with Radionics Equipment

Up to this point it will be clear what radionics is. In short, radionics is the science that manipulates the subtle energies beneficial to an organic body; these energies or vibrations are manifested in energy patterns that you can finally call frequencies and this sequence allows you to establish a whole number which allows you to manipulate it with a device for radionics. Basically it's like when you transmit or transform digital audio into analog audio; the digital audio travels on the analog audio, likewise, the radionic frequency is entered into the radionics machine and this transmits this information, like a "sound amplifier" to a means where it can be transported, which is what has been labeled as carrier, and in this way you already have a cycle of how to apply radionics.
Different Therapies

There are 3 means by which a subject to treat can receive the remedies based on radionics. Mainly, the homeopathic method consisting of alcohol-based drops is used; these drops are programmed with a frequency or several frequencies that are called formulas. The dropper bottle is programmed in the radionics instrument. Then the dropper becomes the carrier of the radionic frequencies, and to close the cycle the subject to be treated takes the drops in a periodic way. Most radionics practitioners prescribe 10 drops 3 times a day.

ANNEX 10 Homeopathic dropper

Most manufacturers of radionics equipment use electromagnetic cards where they record the healthy frequencies with a radionic instrument,
similarly as when your information is recorded on a credit card, and using a portable card amplifier you can carry this card and receive the benefit. Some other more avant-garde manufacturers are already using pendants and programmed bracelets with healthy frequencies depending on the needs of each subject to be treated.

ANNEX 11 Radionics Memory Cards

Another method that is used is the remote treatment. This method is a difficult method to explain and understand, because if you do not have knowledge of quantum physics, it could be a topic to be dealt with. At the moment it is important to focus on how this method is applied.

Nowadays there are already computational radionics systems that allow us to carry out remote
treatments with simplicity and to several patients or subjects to be treated simultaneously. It is better to explain the classical method that will help understand this method more.

To be able to transmit a remote treatment, the sample of the subject to be treated is indispensable. The sample consists of a sample of blood, hair, saliva, even urine, which is placed in a neutral container that in turn allows us to place it inside a cup of a radionics instrument. Regularly every radionics machine has a built-in switch that allows, or activates, the mode of remote transmission. The radionic frequencies are entered into the radionics instrument according to the manufacturer. In this way the subject to be treated will receive the radionic frequencies wherever he or she is and will benefit from it.

ANNEX 12 Equipment for multiple distance treatments
Conclusion and Recommendations

The doubts are those that lead us to seek the truth. Remember therefore that if we change the question therefore the answer changes and whenever the pendulum is applied during consultation sessions it is necessary to be well concentrated in the question, since it will channel the energy of the unconscious and will provide a clear answer, if the opposite occurs than the resonance could be almost zero and the process will have to be reinitiated.

Virtually the applications are, as it was already mentioned, multiple, and therefore it is recommended to constantly sensitize oneself to increase radiesthesia skills, for example if you want to apply radionics to agriculture, or veterinary, making decisions about remedies to use with patients or subjects to be treated, among others.

It is expected that all the contents of this booklet will work for you as a reference and as a future reference, since it is recommended that a good dowser retakes and revisits these
annotations, as well as invite the reader to recommend this text if it results useful.
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